Ensuring reliable structural condition of sewers is an important criterion for sewer rehabilitation decisions. Deterioration models applied to sewer pipes support the rehabilitation planning by means of prioritising pipes according to their current and predicted structural status. There is a benefit in applying such models if sufficient inspection data for calibration, an appropriate deterioration model, and adequate covariates to explain the variability in the conditions are available. In this paper it is discussed up to what level the application of sewer deterioration models can be beneficial under limited data availability. The findings show that the indirect nature of the explanatory covariates which are commonly used in sewer deterioration models makes it difficult to harness any benefit from modelling sewer conditions at a network level, but that the deterioration model application still may be beneficial for prioritising inspection candidates. The prediction power of the current sewer deterioration models is limited by the adequacy of the explanatory variables available, and by the fact that different failure modes are mixed in the aggregated condition class, and not modelled explicitly.
LIST OF NOTATIONS
i, j, k and m are indexing variables c is the number of condition labels in a condition classification system t i,inst is the year of installation for pipe i t i,insp is the year of inspection for inspection j t i¼ t i,inspt i,inst is the age of pipe at a given inspection y j is the observed condition class in inspection j Z j is a set of explanatory covariates for the pipe in inspection j S is the full set of pipes with explanatory covariates in a sewer network or stratum, containing N pipes 
INTRODUCTION
Well-functioning sewer infrastructure is a prerequisite for the prosperity of any modern society. However, the sewers of the industrialised world are currently ageing, as the peak of capital investment has passed (Alegre & Matos ) . Traditionally it has been economically feasible to apply a reactive management strategy, and repair whenever a failure occurs; the reactive strategy is however expected to become less viable as the systems age.
To ensure that sewer systems provide long-term sustainable levels of service, at a sustainable level of cost, one may employ infrastructure asset management (IAM) as a successor to the reactive strategy. IAM may be understood as '… a set of management, financial, economic, engineering activities, systematic and coordinated, to optimally manage the physical assets and their associated performance, risks and expenditures over their life cycle with the objective of ensuring level of service in the most cost-effective manner' (Ugarelli et al. ) . To implement IAM one must define performance, cost and risk objectives, and diagnose one's system by assessing the gap between these objectives and the actual status of the system.
More specifically, to prioritise sewer pipes for rehabilitation due to structural condition, one must first collect data for the diagnosis. There exist many methods for assessing the structural condition of sewer pipes ( to 4 or 5 according to the standard applied (in general 1 stands for 'as good as new' and 4 or 5 for 'close to collapse').
The classification process is called condition assessment.
Since the resulting CC is based on a standardised protocol, and therefore in principle an objective term, it can be used as a response variable in a deterioration model. The combination of inspection data and model predictions form the analysis, which will help in identifying rehabilitation needs and support IAM decisions.
There is thus a link between data from the field (inspections), models and IAM decisions, when the objectives of a utility are given. Given that one has an appropriate model, one would expect that the predictive accuracy would increase as the amount of available calibration data increases. However, more data is associated with higher costs, and the benefits of improved decision support should be balanced with the costs of its data needs. It is therefore of importance to evaluate sewer deterioration models with respect to the quality of predictions.
There exist numerous different sewer deterioration models which can utilise CC as input data to predict the condition distribution of a sewer network. However, most condition-based sewer deterioration models have some traits in common. Consider the situation where a sewer system has a set, S, containing N sewer pipes, for which a subset R, containing n pipes, has been condition assessed.
The time of installation for pipe i is t i,inst . Each pipe j in R was observed at a time t j,insp with resulting CC y j , where y j can be in any one out of c CC labels. Lastly it is assumed that the vector Z j contains information about the variability in the sewer CCs, and that Z j can be used as explanatory factors in the model. A sewer deterioration model f will then utilise the observations R to predict the condition of any pipe in S at a time T, either in deterministic or probabilistic terms. This can be expressed in mathematical terms as:
In Equation (1) 
RESEARCH METHOD
In the introduction it is indicated that structural condition often is a criterion which influences IAM decisions. Naturally, there will be other criteria which affect IAM decisions; however, the aim of this paper is to discuss the benefits of applying sewer deterioration models, therefore one may consider a decision context in which sewer condition is evaluated independently from other decisioninfluencing factors (such as the consequence of sewer failure or flooding risk). When considering the sewer condition in an IAM context, the sewer manager will be faced with some questions:
1. What is the distribution of CCs in the sewer network?
2. Which sewer pipes should be prioritised for renewal (or inspection)?
Condition assessments to answer the first question will from hereon be referred to as network level condition assessments, while the second will be referred to as individual pipe level condition assessments. In order to assess the first question, the utility manager can use the collected condition data, and apply a sewer deterioration model to assess the condition of sewers which have not been observed. If the condition assessment shows that the distribution of CCs in the network is acceptable, the utility manager does not have to invest resources on improving the condition of the network. If the opposite is the case, then the utility manager must decide where to invest in condition-improving measures. A third option is that there is uncertainty about the distribution of conditions; if this is the case, one will have to invest resources in reducing the uncertainty (e.g. more inspections). If it is decided that it is necessary to implement condition-improving measures, the utility owner can choose to prioritise the sewer pipes which have already been condition assessed and found to be in a critical condition. However, a complimentary strategy could be to use the deterioration model results to prioritise the inspection of unobserved pipes, i.e. pipes which are predicted to be in a critical condition are prioritised for 'targeted'
inspection.
Condition assessment data and deterioration models will be instrumental for answering the two condition-related questions. With more inspections and well-performing models, the utility should be better able to answer the questions. In this paper a methodology is applied, where the ability of two widely different sewer deterioration models to answer the two aforementioned condition-related questions is assessed by Monte Carlo simulations. In the following subsections, the models which have been applied, the methods and the data they have been applied on are presented.
Deterioration models investigated
In this paper two different models are applied. The first one, GompitZ, is a statistical model which is specifically developed to model the deterioration of sewers. The second one, RF, is a general-purpose machine-learning algorithm.
These models will now be explained in more detail.
GompitZ
GompitZ is a sewer deterioration model which was devel- in Equation (2), respectively). The user can therefore select covariates which affect both the initial condition as well as the deterioration rate (Vollertsen & König ; Le Gat ). The survival function S ik for a pipe i, which expresses the probability that a pipe is in CC k or better (out of c possible classes) when its age is t i , is written in Equation (2). 
The calibration parameters (θ) in GompitZ are then used to predict CC probabilities for each pipe and each
year in a user-defined prediction period. If one describes GompitZ in the same manner as in Equation (1), one obtains Equation (3), where t i,inst is the year of installation of pipe i, and T is a time in the user-defined prediction horizon of GompitZ. One may note that the vector of explanatory factors (Z i ), has been divided into a time-dependent (Z 1i ), and time-independent (Z 0i ) component.
Random forest
A RF is an ensemble learning classification and regression algorithm which generates a number of decision trees (Safavian & Landgrebe ) with randomly selected covariates, which together make an aggregated classification prediction (Breiman ) . Each tree is grown with a bootstrapped sample of the calibration data, and aggregated by letting the decision trees vote for the most popular predicted class for each instance. The bootstrap aggregation method reduces the variance of the predictions (Hastie et al. ) , and therefore increases the accuracy of the model. Each tree in the RF predicts a class membership for each evaluated instance, and the trees vote for the most popular class; the class which wins the election is the final prediction of RF. The votes can also be used to assess class membership probabilities. For instance, if 42 out of 500 trees voted that a sewer pipe was in CC 4, one could assign a CC 4 probability of 8.4%.
Using the terminology from Equation (1) to express RF for sewer deterioration modelling purposes one obtains:
RF is not suitable for forecasting sewer conditions into the future, because it makes no assumptions about the deterioration process (as opposed to GompitZ). The time of inspection, time of installation, or age of inspection are therefore not explicitly considered in Equation (4), but can be included as an element in Z i , either explicitly as t i,inst and t i,insp , or as age at inspection
Unobserved pipes must then be assigned a reasonable value for t i,insp , so that the assigned 'age at inspection' falls within the bulk of inspection ages for the observed pipes.
RF is not a problem-specific method, and has as such 
Accuracy assessment methodology
A Monte Carlo approach has been applied to assess the accuracy of the model predictions of GompitZ and RF.
First consider a dataset (S) in which all pipes have been observed once in the near past, see Equation (5). Based on this full set of observations, one can randomly draw a subset R m of size n, see Equation (6).
The subset R m can be used to calibrate the models, and predict the condition states for the full set of observations S.
GompitZ yields predictions according to Equation (7), while RF yields the output in Equation (8) 
By repeating the random subset selection, model calibration and prediction many times, one can record the variability in the model predictions, for a given size of n.
Further, by performing this procedure for different sizes of n, one can assess how the variability is dependent on the amount of inspection data available.
The Matlab translation ( Jaiantilal ) of the R implementation (Liaw & Wiener ) of RF and the Gom-pitZ v2.08 application were used to complete the work presented in this paper.
Calculating the selection variance
If one has inspected all the pipes in a sewer system there will be no uncertainty about the distribution of CCs. However, if only a subset has been inspected, one can still estimate the proportion of each CC, but the estimate will be uncertain because the condition of every individual pipe is not known. If one has very reliable information about the factors which affect the CC probability distributions for the unobserved pipes (good covariates), then one will be able to predict the distribution of CC proportion accurately. If one has no additional (or unreliable) information, then the estimate will be less accurate. A 'baseline' accuracy level is the accuracy one has in the predicted distribution of conditions given that one has no additional information than the conditions one has observed. This level is denoted as the selection variance.
To calculate the selection variance when n out of N pipes have been inspected, let 
Calculating the inspection efficiency
Given that one has inspected a subset of pipes in a network, R m , one can use this subset of observations to calibrate a deterioration model (Equation (8) 3. If the utility owner inspects this pipe, one will have to add its length to the total inspected length (L 0 ← L 0 þ L i ).
4. If the sewer pipe actually is in the critical CC, then the amount of critical sewer identified is increased (L c0 ← L c0 þ L i ) or it is not increased.
5.
Repeat steps 2 to 4 consecutively for all sewer pipes from highest to lowest probability of belonging to the most critical CC.
By repeating this process for several randomised calibration subsets, one can consider the average efficiency of the model predictions for a given calibration subset size. When prioritising sewers for inspection in a real planning situation, one would typically not only use the predicted CC probabilities to determine which sewers to inspect, but also additional criteria, such as sewer criticality and potential for coordination with other activities. In a sewer inspection programme, one will often inspect several segments which are in proximity to each other, in order to reduce equipment and crew mobilisation costs. In order to make a practical inspection plan one will need to combine the CC probability predictions with other criteria. In this paper however, only the CC probabilities are used, as the scope of the paper is to investigate the performance of deterioration models.
Description of data
The data that have been considered in this case study are from Oslo VAV (Oslo municipality, Norway). In total 12,003 CCTV condition assessments were considered in the models, amounting to a total network length of 499 km or 27% of the complete Oslo VAV sewer network.
The median year of installation for these pipes is 1956.
The dataset was divided into four strata, as indicated in Table 1 . All CCTV inspections in this dataset were con- The four strata were calibrated in the research project Secured and Monitored Service from Oslo VAV (SMS), where the goal was to use condition monitoring efforts as an aid for rehabilitation planning (Ugarelli et al. ) . The following covariates were used in the calibration:
• Pipe diameter • Type of effluent (storm water, foul water, combined) • Construction period (1850-1929, 1930-1945, 1946-1969, 1970-2011) • 
RESULTS
The assessments were performed on a network level, where the ability to predict the proportions of sewers in each CC on the network as a whole was evaluated, and on an individual pipe level, where the ability to identify individual pipes in a critical CC was evaluated.
Network level condition assessment
The accuracy assessment method has been applied for subset sizes n/N ¼ 10, 20, …, 90% for the case study data, with 1,000 repetitions for each subset size. Descriptive statistics, such as expected values, variance etc., have been recorded for each subset size. Figure 1 shows the results for the two larger datasets. One may observe that there are considerable uncertainties in the predictions when a lesser extent of the sewer network has been observed. Even when 40% of the network has been inspected, there are Figure 1 | CC probabilities as a function of inspection rate (shades) and 95% confidence interval range (lines). The arrows in the left plot (concrete stratum with GompitZ) shows how to read the plot for a pre-defined calibration subset size; from this one can see that if one inspects 40% of the concrete pipes and applies GompitZ, one will on average estimate that the percentage in CC5 is approximately 13% (value (i)), when it in reality is 26% (value (ii)). The 95% confidence interval for the 40% inspection will be around 10.3% (value (iii)). From the plots one can see that depending on the subset size and the model applied, one will have various degrees of prediction accuracy and bias. still significant uncertainties in the CC proportions. One may also notice that the uncertainty of the larger dataset (other materials) is in general smaller than the smaller (concrete) dataset, and that RF in general performs better than The implications of the uncertainty assessments can be interpreted in the decision context in which they are used.
For instance, if the goal for the concrete stratum were to keep the percentage of sewers in CC5 below 10%, one can see that if one had observed 40% of the network, and applied GompitZ, one would on average estimate the CC5 percentage to be 13%, when it in reality is over 26% (the values are read from the left plot of Figure 1 ). However, if one applied RF, one would overestimate this percentage.
Further, if one calculated the 95% confidence interval of the selection variance, one would vastly underestimate the uncertainty of the predictions (see Figure 2 ). There is thus a great potential for making the wrong decisions based on the model predictions, and the benefit of inspection data is not enhanced by applying the deterioration model. Accurate calibration subset size approaches 100%, the proportion of significant covariates will approach 1 (since the original dataset only contains significant covariates; see Description of data section), the variance in the predictions are nevertheless still consistently higher than the selection variance as the subset size approaches 100%, and the quality of the predictions are hence not reflected by the observation of consistently significant covariates.
One can investigate in more detail how the model performs for a certain calibration situation by considering the confusion matrix. Considering the goal of identifying pipes in CC5, one can use the specificity and sensitivity measures to assess the predictive power of the model. GompitZ' specificity with respect to CC5 is in this case 40.5%, while the sensitivity is 97.6%. Thus, a pipe which in reality is in CC5 would therefore be classified as CC5 with 40.5% probability, and the probability of classifying a pipe which is not CC5 as CC5 is 2.4% (100 À 97.6%).
Individual pipe level condition assessment
In order to identify as many individual sewer pipes in a critical condition as possible, one could choose different inspection strategies, for instance random, age-based, or to inspect a part of the network, calibrate a deterioration model, and use the predictions to rank inspections by critical CC probability (targeted). The age-based inspection strategy is characterised by starting with the oldest pipe, and consecutively inspecting from oldest to newer. To evaluate the different strategies, the notion of inspection efficiency has been introduced and presented in inspection efficiency diagrams. Figure 3(a) shows the inspection efficiency for GompitZ and RF for calibration subset sizes from 10 to 90%, compared with a random and an age-based inspection strategy (straight diagonal line). To interpret Figure 3(a) , consider that the utility manager wants to identify, e.g. 50% of the concrete pipes which are in CC5. If a random inspection regime was chosen, one would then on average have to inspect 50% of all the concrete pipes. From the age-based inspection line, one may see that there is no strong ageing (purely as a function of time) phenomenon for the concrete pipes, and that one therefore would have to inspect almost as much as with a random strategy (47.9%). However, if one had inspected 10% of the network at random, and used this information to calibrate GompitZ or RF, one would only need to inspect 37.2% of the network in order to identify 50% of the pipes in CC5. Similar graphs are shown for the other strata in Oslo, and similar inspection efficiency numbers are summarised in Table 3 . For the culvert datasets (Figure 3 (c) and 3(d)) one may see that the inspection efficiency is better than for the concrete pipes stratum. For the other material pipes stratum (see Figure 3 (b) and Table 3 (third column)), one may see that there is a strong ageing phenomenon, pipes which are older have thus a higher probability of being in CC5. With the same The matrix shows that pipes which are in CC5 very often are predicted as CC3 or CC4, causing a gross underestimation of the CC5 proportion. One may further observe that there is a tendency towards the mean; many of the pipes which are not in CC3 are predicted as CC3, and the proportion of pipes in CC3 is hence overestimated.
goal as for the concrete pipes, one may see that the most effective strategy would be to inspect by age, as the models are not able to adequately reproduce the strong correlation between pipe age and probability of being in CC5 which one observes when ranking the pipes by age.
To evaluate and compare the performance of each calibration subset size, the area under the inspection efficiency curve has been calculated. With a completely random inspection regime, one would have an area of 50% under the curve. If one were omniscient and knew a priori which GompitZ and RF performed very similarly, while GompitZ outperformed RF for the two smaller datasets ((c) and 3(d)). The table values are equivalent of reading Figure 3 at 50% on the vertical axes.
pipes were in CC5, one would have an area of 100% under the curve. The best-performing curve for the concrete pipe stratum was obtained by using a subset of 6% of the calibration data, and this yielded an area of 59.7% under the curve, whereas the area under the age-based inspection curve was only 51.7%. The results of this calculation are presented in Table 4 . The only stratum which is not performing better than the age-based inspection strategy is the other materials stratum, where the area under the age-based curve is 65.5% (which is also the highest of the strata).
GompitZ and RF behaved very similarly in terms of the inspection efficiency performance for the two pipe strata, in fact so similarly that the lines almost perfectly overlapped.
This indicates that the analytical form of the model is not of great importance for the purpose of ranking inspection candidate pipes, with the current data quality. However, GompitZ outperformed RF on individual pipe predictions for the two smaller (culvert) datasets.
DISCUSSION
The results section showed results from the evaluation of the performance of two sewer deterioration models, in terms of their ability to aid condition-based sewer IAM decisionmaking. The results from the network level predictions showed that the benefit of sewer inspection data is not enhanced by the application of a sewer deterioration model, given the current data in Oslo, and that the inaccuracy in the predictions is increased, rather than reduced.
With the current data quality one would achieve predictions of greater accuracy by estimating the distribution of con- One could also ask if the model assumptions about the deterioration process are appropriate. In this paper two different models were applied, namely GompitZ and RF.
GompitZ has a strict analytical form, which imposes an assumption about factors which account for initial condition and condition deterioration rate for the sewer pipes, while RF is a data-driven method with less assumptions. In the results from the network-level predictions, it was shown that RF outperformed GompitZ with respect to predictive accuracy. The assumptions about the deterioration process in GompitZ do therefore not seem to be appropriate for the Oslo data. However, one cannot conclude that the assumptions about the deterioration process are wrong.
Given the quality of the input data, i.e. the adequacy of the explanatory factors, the aggregation of different failure modes, the subjective classification coding, and the inherent stochastic nature of some of the failure modes, it is likely that the vague trends in the dataset will be dominated by the analytical form of the model, and that the effect of the 'weak' covariates will be over-or underestimated, which results in an excessively high prediction variance. It may well be that if one applies the assumptions of, e.g. GompitZ on specific failure modes, with adequate covariates to explain each failure mode, one would be able to make predictions of higher quality, than with the current paradigm of predicting aggregated CCs. Under the description of the data, it was mentioned that all covariates were found to be significant in the initial calibration of GompitZ. The findings in this paper show that even though one has significant covariates, it is not guaranteed that the model will provide predictions with an accuracy that is appropriate for the measures one wants to evaluate.
Despite the limited success of predicting CC distributions on a network level, it has been shown that the use of sewer deterioration models can be useful on an individual pipe level, even with the current data availability and quality in Oslo. The utilisation of inspection data of a subset from the sewers can aid the utility managers in ranking sewer pipes by failure likelihood, and identify sewers in a critical condition more effectively than a random or age-based inspection regime. The benefit of applying a sewer deterioration model is manifested in a higher detection rate for critical sewer pipes. The example of quantity versus quality is well illustrated by the other material pipes stratum, which did not perform better than an age-based inspection strategy. Not only have different failure modes been mixed in this dataset, but also different materials, which potentially react differently to the covariates, have been mixed (stratified); the act of aggregating data to obtain big datasets only makes sense when the explanatory covariates are adequate, and the stratification of the data does not result in an non-homogeneous dataset.
Finer stratification (by material, soil type etc.) could lead to better predictions from the other material pipes stratum.
GompitZ has, as opposed to RF, the possibility of forecasting the distribution of conditions into the future, since The results showed that the network level predictions in most cases had less accuracy than the selection variance baseline, which implies that the model predications have lower accuracy than an uninformed estimate of the distribution of conditions (the selection variance). The benefit of applying a sewer deterioration model did hence not manifest itself as improved accuracy. The low quality of the predictions can be ascribed to the classification aggregation and the lack of explicitly considering specific failure modes, the lack of appropriate covariates, and possible inadequacy of the model assumptions.
The results further showed that although the predictions in the overall condition distribution of the sewer network were of low quality, they can still be useful in identifying individual sewer pipes of a certain CC. The benefit of applying a sewer deterioration model does in this context manifest itself in improved understanding about which sewers are in a critical CC, and the ability to detect these with fewer inspections.
The current paradigm, in which CCs are predicted based on CC calibration data, does not utilise knowledge or data to their full extent. The CC is an aggregation of classification codes, which all reflect different failure modes. By attempting to mix all the different classification codes, one assumes that the physical phenomena can be expressed by the explanatory covariates, through the aggregated CC.
Although this may be partly true, it is likely that heterogeneity and random effects will dominate the observations when the explanatory power of the covariates is weak. In order to improve predictions, one must more carefully consider the different failure modes which contribute to the CC, and collect the data which is believed to affect each of them.
